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NEWS RELEASE
NanaWall debuts ClimaCLEAR to transparently control outdoor elements
Only company to offer weather-resistant frameless opening glass wall
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – Keeping the weather outside while maximizing the views from the inside has always
been at the heart of every NanaWall glass wall system. Now NanaWall Systems, the pioneer of the opening
glass wall category, has pushed the envelope even further with the new NanaWall ClimaCLEAR™, the
industry-first frameless all-glass individual panel sliding system specifically engineered for transparent weather
protection.
Available for both residential and commercial use, ClimaCLEAR utilizes transparent vertical weather seals
between the panels that seal the wall against wind-driven rain and reduce air infiltration. When the system is
closed, the seals virtually disappear from sight, allowing for maximum transparency with no vertical stiles;
providing natural daylight, open views, and a clean modern appearance.
“Whether in a custom home, a restaurant, or a stadium luxury box, ClimaCLEAR provides unprecedented
weather resistance and allows for maximum views and unobstructed sightlines,” said NanaWall CEO Ebrahim
Nana. “In moderate climates, ClimaCLEAR creates an indoor/outdoor lifestyle in living rooms, dining rooms
and kitchens. In colder climates, it allows users to extend their enjoyment of outdoor patios, three-season
rooms or porches.”
TWEET THIS: @nanawall's ClimaCLEAR is the industry’s first frameless all-glass panel system for transparent
#weather protection http://bit.ly/2iRERJQ
Other key features make the ClimaCLEAR unique and weather-resistant:


Patent-pending Panel Interlocks - Proprietary male/female panel interlocks at the top and bottom rails
are designed to help keep the weather out. Panel floor bolts are foot-activated, effectively locking the
panel into place without the need to kneel down.



Engineered Water Drainage System - ClimaCLEAR comes standard with a recessed, low-profile
saddle sill that provides an engineered water management system. The sill, with adjustable floor
sockets, is also ADA compliant.



Horizontal Dual-Sided Brush Seals - All horizontal continuous door rails are equipped with double fin
brush seals on both sides, top and bottom, for complete weather protection.

ClimaCLEAR comes in a clear anodized finish, with additional brushed, dark bronze, and black anodized
finishes available to accommodate varying interior designs.
(MORE)
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For more information about ClimaCLEAR or other NanaWall Systems products, please visit nanawall.com.
Click images to download:

.

NanaWall ClimaCLEAR is the only frameless allglass individual panel sliding system specifically
engineered for transparent weather protection.

ClimaCLEAR is a fully transparent, structurally
secure, weather rated system for large openings.

About NanaWall Systems
Celebrating its 30th anniversary, NanaWall Systems pioneered the category of opening glass wall systems. The
company has earned the trust of architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a custom solution
for re-imagining how buildings, people and the elements interact. By combining precision engineering and
outstanding design options throughout more than 25 unique award-winning systems, NanaWall Systems
advances design possibilities beyond the conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is
headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area, with 24 showroom and design studio locations across North
America.
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